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Abstract—The escalation of social engineering (SE) scams via
messaging tools and phone calls on mobile devices presents
a critical threat to individual privacy and financial security.
The less tech-savvy segments of the population are particularly
vulnerable to such scams. Detecting such scams is hard because
of their multi-modal nature and privacy concerns with any
solution – the interactions can include phone calls and messages
in a certain context where the interaction is expected (e.g.,
user selling an item online, user needing tech support, etc.)
and monitoring such interactions for the analysis itself can
introduce security and privacy risks. This proposal proposes
this area as one in urgent need of investigation. We discuss
a simple version of the problem to motivate the research
challenges and then discuss potential research areas that may
contribute to designing an infrastructure to detect and prevent
such scams.

1. Introduction
In the digital age, fraud has emerged as a pervasive chal-

lenge, often disproportionately affecting the most vulnerable
among us, such as seniors. Yet it is a problem that spares
nobody, transcending age and education. In 2023, a former
White House science advisor lost almost all her life savings.
Misled into believing she was speaking to the fraud depart-
ment of her bank, she transferred her funds into a “safe”
place, which turned out to be controlled by the attackers [7].
This incident is not an isolated one; similar cases of social
engineering, where individuals are manipulated into sending
money to fraudsters, occur with alarming regularity [2], [9].

The research question we propose to the community is
the following: Is it possible to build frameworks that help
potential victims in detecting such scams and being alerted
to them as they are happening?

Developing such frameworks poses significant chal-
lenges due to the need for advancements across operating
systems, user interfaces, and multi-modal analysis [3], [4].
To illustrate, consider a scenario in India where bank trans-
actions require a one-time password (OTP) for completion.
Apps like Google Pay, PayTM, and PhonePe utilize a sys-
tem called UPI (Universal Payment Interface), mandating
OTP entry for transfers. Similar infrastructure for mobile
money transfer, now proposed by the Federal Reserve for
the U.S. [1], is gaining global adoption.

Despite appearing secure [6], many users still fall victim
to scams, losing money in transactions where they expect
to receive funds. For instance, a victim selling an item
online may receive a call from a buyer claiming to be
a remotely stationed soldier, offering to purchase at full
price via UPI to “reserve” the item, and establish trust
by sending a fake Army ID. The buyer then sends a QR
code representing their UPI credentials. When scanned, it
prompts the victim to send money instead of receiving it.
The victim, convinced of the buyer’s legitimacy, enters an
OTP as instructed, inadvertently transferring money to the
scammer. The above is unfortunately not a hypothetical
scenario. This is a common scam in India and is often
reported in newspapers [5]. Despite awareness, it continues
to dupe many, leading to significant financial losses.

Even in this simple scenario, building a fraud detection
tool is very challenging, even though all the communica-
tion and financial transaction (typically) takes place on a
single device – the victim’s mobile phone. We propose the
following key research challenges (among others):

• Detecting such events automatically, requires ad-
dressing the following research question: How can
we specify dark patterns that can be automated?
An example simple dark pattern [8] could be receiv-
ing an OTP while being on a phone call, suggesting
a possible prelude to an attack.

• The detection code will need multi-modal access in
order to be effective (such as phone calls, SMS,
and email privileges). Receiving all these privileges
raises another question: How can we ensure the
privacy of monitored data by a potential fraud
detection app? Support from the operating system
is crucial as the detection code requires extensive
privileges to monitor user interactions. Furthermore,
any monitoring apps must be guaranteed to be sand-
boxed to prevent them from becoming a potential
source of privacy leaks.

• Given the details of scams published by newspa-
pers or authorities, can Large Language Models
(LLMs) automatically generate specifications of
the dark patterns?

• Finally, what advances are required in operat-
ing systems and applications to permit safe and



private multi-modal analysis across different apps
used for communication (e.g., phone calls, SMS,
WhatsApp)?
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